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Abstract

Background Familial form of nephrogenic diabetes in-

sipidus (NDI) is a rare hereditary disease caused by argi-

nine vasopressin type 2 receptor (AVPR2) or water channel

aquaporin 2 (AQP2) gene mutations. It is speculated that

90 % of NDI families carry disease-causing mutations in

AVPR2 and 10 % carry the mutations in AQP2; however,

these percentages have not been supported by actual data.

It is also unknown whether these percentages vary in dif-

ferent ethnic groups.

Methods Gene mutation analyses were performed for 78

Japanese NDI families. All exons and intron–exon

boundaries of the AVPR2 and AQP2 genes were directly

sequenced.

Results A total of 62 families (79 %) carried disease-

causing mutations in AVPR2, while nine families (12 %)

carried mutations in AQP2. We identified 22 novel puta-

tively disease-causing mutations (19 in AVPR2 and 3 in

AQP2). Regarding AVPR2, 52 disease-causing mutations

were identified. Among them, missense mutations were

most common (54 %), followed by deletion mutations. In

the 64 women who had monoallelic disease-causing

AVPR2 mutations, 16 (25 %) had NDI symptoms,

including 4 complete NDI subjects. Regarding AQP2, 9

disease-causing mutations were identified in nine families.

Two missense mutations and one deletion mutation showed

a recessive inheritance, while one missense mutation and

five small deletion mutations in the C-terminus of AQP2

showed a dominant inheritance.

Conclusions Most Japanese NDI families carry disease-

causing mutations in AVPR2 and 12 % carry mutations in

AQP2. A total of 22 novel putatively disease-causing

mutations were identified. The relatively high occurrence

of symptomatic carriers of AVPR2 mutations needs

attention.

Keywords Aquaporin 2 � Urine concentration �
Vasopressin � Vasopressin receptor � Kidney collecting

duct

Introduction

Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (NDI) is a human kidney

disease in which the urine-concentrating ability of the

kidney cannot respond to the antidiuretic hormone, argi-

nine vasopressin, resulting in the massive excretion of

diluted urine. Therefore, NDI patients manifest polyuria

and polydipsia. The hereditary (congenital) form of NDI is

relatively rare, and is known to be caused by mutations in

two genes, the arginine vasopressin type 2 receptor

(AVPR2) and the water channel aquaporin 2 (AQP2) [1–4].

These two genes encode two membrane proteins that are

oppositely located at the basolateral and apical membranes

of the collecting duct principal cells, respectively, and

constitute the fundamental components of urine concen-

trating machinery [5, 6].

The AVPR2 gene is located ion X chromosome (Xq28),

and thus, NDI caused by AVPR2 gene mutations is trans-

mitted in an X-linked recessive mode (OMIM 304800);

males with one mutated gene are symptomatic, whereas

heterozygous females are usually asymptomatic. The

AQP2 gene is located on chromosome 12 (12q13.12), and

NDI caused by AQP2 mutations shows both autosomal
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recessive and dominant inheritance (OMIM 125800,

107777) [7, 8]. Several review papers have claimed that

about 90 % of NDI patients carry AVPR2 mutations and

about 10 % carry AQP2 mutations; however, actual data in

support of this estimate have not been shown [1, 3]. It is

also unknown whether the genetic causes of NDI vary

among different ethnic groups.

After the cloning of human AQP2 [9] and the first report

of an NDI patient with mutated AQP2 [10], we have per-

formed gene mutation analyses of Japanese NDI patients.

At the end of July 2012, the total number of analyzed NDI

families was 78, a significant number which may provide

some insights into the genetic causes of hereditary NDI.

Materials and methods

All NDI families included in this study were referred to our

department or visited our outpatient clinic for analysis of

gene mutations. Diagnosis of NDI was made in individual

facilities based on family histories, clinical symptoms

(polyuria and polydipsia, fever due to dehydration), labo-

ratory data (urine and serum osmolalities, serum sodium,

serum vasopressin), and responses to water deprivation

and/or vasopressin administration. Subjects who presented

a milder form of NDI (partial NDI), such as having weaker

responses to water deprivation and/or vasopressin admin-

istration, were included in this study. Written informed

consent for gene mutation analysis was obtained in indi-

vidual facility. Mutation analyses were performed in our

laboratory for most families. Some earlier cases were

analyzed in Daniel Bichet’s laboratory in Montreal and

reported previously [11]. Also, several cases have been

reported separately before [12–16]. The AVPR2 and AQP2

genes are relatively small and all exons and intron–exon

boundaries were sequenced with usual sequencing methods

[12, 17, 18]. Usually, mutation analysis of AVPR2 was

performed first. If no causative mutations were found, then

AQP2 was analyzed.

Results and discussion

Causative genes in Japanese NDI families

A total of 78 families were referred to us and gene mutation

analyses were performed for the AVPR2 and AQP2 genes

(Table 1). Gene mutations that presumably cause NDI

were identified in the AVPR2 gene in 62 families (79 %),

and in the AQP2 gene in nine families (12 %). In the

remaining seven families, no mutations were detected in

either the AVPR2 or AQP2 genes (Table 1). Of these 78

families, 62 families were newly examined and reported in

this paper. A total of 22 novel putatively disease-causing

mutations that have not been previously reported or

included in the public database (HGMD: http://www.hgmd.

cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php) were identified in this study (19 in

AVPR2 and 3 in AQP2).

If the seven families with no mutations are excluded,

AVPR2 accounts for 87 % of gene defect-identified cases,

while AQP2 accounts for 13 %. These data provide clear

evidence for the general assumption that 90 % of cases are

caused by AVPR2 and 10 % are caused by AQP2 muta-

tions [1, 3]. These data also indicate that the genetic

mechanisms for congenital NDI are the same in the Japa-

nese population.

More than 220 disease-causing mutations have been

reported for AVPR2 [19], and 50 disease-causing muta-

tions have been reported for AQP2 [7, 20]. Our present

report of 22 new putatively disease-causing mutations

significantly increases the numbers of known NDI-causing

mutations by about 10 %. When new mutations are found,

it must be determined if they are disease causative or not.

This determination is usually done by examining associa-

tions between the genotype and phenotype within the

family (a comparison of subjects harboring the mutation

and expression of clinical symptoms) and by examining

functions of the mutated gene product in heterologous

expression systems. In the present study, the functions of

the mutant proteins were not examined, which is a limi-

tation of the present study.

Disease-causing AVPR2 mutations in 62 NDI families

A total of 52 putative disease-causing AVPR2 mutations

were identified in 62 families (several mutations were

shared by different independent families). Table 2 sum-

marizes the types of AVPR2 mutations. Gene variants/

polymorphisms that have been reported not to cause NDI

[19] were excluded in this summary. Missense mutations

were most common, accounting for half of the mutations,

followed by deletion mutations, insertion mutations, and

Table 1 Causative genes in Japanese Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus

(NDI) families

Causative genes Number of families

AVPR2 62 (79 %)

New in this report 49

Previously reported 13

AQP2 9 (12 %)

New in this study 6

Previously reported 3

Not found 7 (9 %)

Total 78
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nonsense mutations. Splicing mutations were the least

common. This relative frequency of disease-causing

AVPR2 mutations is consistent with the results of a

worldwide summary of AVPR2 mutations, as shown in

Table 2 [19], again confirming that the genetic mechanisms

causing NDI are the same in different ethnic groups [19].

Of these AVPR2 mutations, 19 mutations were novel,

and the other mutations were previously reported or

recurrences of the previously reported mutations. Details of

the novel AVPR2 mutations are summarized in Table 3. In

brief, in a family carrying the missense mutation D85E, an

index subject was a female patient manifesting complete

NDI, and her father also manifested NDI. The index sub-

ject was heterozygous for this mutation. The codon Asp85

seems functionally important, because another missense

mutation on this residue, D85N, was reportedly causative

in six families [19]. L90P was observed in two unrelated

families. In one family, the index case was a mother of a

boy with NDI; they manifested partial and complete NDI,

respectively, and the mother was a heterozygous carrier of

the mutation. In another family, a boy showed complete

NDI, and his mother was a heterozygous carrier of the

mutation with no NDI symptoms. K116N mutation was

found in a boy with complete NDI, and his mother was not

a carrier of the mutation, implying that the mutation

occurred de novo. M123R mutation was observed in two

unrelated families in which the index patients were boys

with complete NDI. DNA samples of other members of the

families were not available, and a mother in one family had

polyuria and polydipsia. M123R has not been previously

reported, but another mutation on this residue, M123K, has

been reported [11]. L131P were found in two young

brothers with complete NDI, and their mother was a het-

erozygous carrier of the mutation with no NDI symptoms.

Mutation on Leu131 has not been reported, but missense

mutations on encompassing residues, I130L, I130F and

A132D have been shown to be causative [19], indicating

that this region is functionally important. W164R was

found in a boy with NDI, and his mother was a heterozy-

gous carrier of the mutation. On Trp164, another mutation,

W164S, has been reported [17], and mutations on Ala165

and Ser167 were also shown to be causative [19]. Q225R

was found in a boy with complete NDI, and his mother was

a heterozygous carrier without symptoms, while his healthy

brother was not affected. L316R was found in a boy with

complete NDI, and his mother was a heterozygous carrier.

Leu316 has not been the target of missense mutations,

while encompassing residues Ser315 and Asn317 located

in the 7th transmembrane domain of AVPR2 protein are

the target of disease-causing mutations, S315R and N317K

[19]. S329G was found in a boy with complete NDI. His

mother and grandmother were asymptomatic heterozygous

carriers of the mutation, and his uncle had the same

mutation with complete NDI symptoms. S329P was found

in a boy with complete NDI, and his mother was an

asymptomatic heterozygous carrier. Another mutation on

Ser329, S329R, has been reported [21].

A nonsense mutation, W208X, was observed in a boy with

complete NDI, and his asymptomatic mother and sister were

heterozygous carriers of the mutation. To date, all reported

nonsense mutations have been shown causative [19].

Five novel deletion mutations were found, and all these

mutations cause either large losses of the gene, including

the 50 untranslated region (two families), or frame shifts

that result in premature truncation (two families) or

Table 2 Types of AVPR2 mutations in Japanese Nephrogenic dia-

betes insipidus (NDI) patients and comparison with a global summary

Types of

mutations

Number of mutations

identified in Japanese patientsa
Relative frequency in

a global summaryb (%)

Missense 28 (54 %) 56

Nonsense 4 (8 %) 13

Deletion 13 (25 %) 29

Insertion 5 (10 %) 4

Splicing 2 (4 %) 1

a A total 52 mutations were identified in this study
b Relative frequency reported by Spanakis et al. [19]

Table 3 New putative disease-causing AVPR2 mutation

Nucleotide change Amino acid

change

Missense c.255C[A D85E

c.269T[C L90P

c.348G[C K116N

c.368T[G M123R

c.392T[C L131P

c.490T[C W164R

c.674A[G Q225R

c.947T[G L316R

c.985A[G S329G

c.985_986AG[CC S329P

Nonsense c.624G[A W208X

Deletion c.91_92 del AC FS/190X

c.521delA FS/211X

c.1055_1068delGTCCCCAAGATGAG FS/376X

50UTR-AVPR2_DEL 4,586 Large del of

AVPR2

50UTR-AVPR2_DEL 32,787 Large del of

AVPR2

Insertion c.369_370insT FS/191X

c.498_499insTC FS/212X

c.738_739insG FS/257X
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elongation (one family) of the coded proteins (Table 3). In

a family with a 32,787 nucleotides deletion (the exact

deletion size was determined in Daniel Bichet’s lab in

Montreal), two affected brothers showed complete NDI.

Their mother and sister were asymptomatic heterozygous

carriers of the mutation. In another family having a large

deletion (4,586 nucleotides), a boy was affected with

complete NDI and his mother was a heterozygous carrier.

A 1-nucleotide deletion was observed in a complete NDI

boy, and his mother was a heterozygous carrier of the

mutation. In two families having 2-nucleotide or

14-nucleotide deletion mutations, the index patients were

females who were diagnosed as having complete NDI after

stimulation tests.

Three novel small (1–2 nucleotides) frame-shift inser-

tion mutations were found in three families in which the

index patients were males with complete NDI. All of these

mutations are expected to introduce a premature stop

codon, and the mutations were conserved within the

families (Table 3).

Frequency of symptomatic carriers of AVPR2

mutations

Carriers of disease-causing mutations of AVPR2 (females

having heterozygous mutations) sometimes manifest NDI

symptoms [22, 23]; however, it is unknown how often this

event occurs. In our present study, in 52 NDI families with

AVPR2 mutations, at least one female member (usually a

mother of an affected boy) were genetically analyzed and

found to have the disease-causing allele. In a total of 64 such

female subjects, 16 (25 %) had symptoms of polyuria and

polydipsia, while 43 (67 %) were asymptomatic. Among the

16 symptomatic female subjects, 4 were diagnosed as having

complete NDI, and 3 were the probands in each family. The

types of mutations identified in these symptomatic carriers

were: missense mutations (8), deletion mutations (6), non-

sense mutation (1), and insertion mutation (1), indicating that

this event occurs in any type of mutation.

The mechanism for the appearance of NDI symptoms in

female carriers is explained by an extremely skewed

inactivation of the normal allele of the X chromosome [24];

the frequency of this event was estimated to be very rare

[9]. However, a recent study by Sato et al. [25] showed that

a moderately skewed inactivation of the normal allele is

enough to cause NDI symptoms. This result implies that

symptomatic female carriers occur more often than previ-

ously thought. Our data are consistent with this specula-

tion, and show that one fourth of carriers of AVPR2

disease-causing mutations present NDI symptoms. Thus,

female patients with NDI symptoms require a careful

examination, and gene mutation analysis for AVPR2

should be considered if other causes are unlikely.

AQP2 mutations causing NDI

Nine AQP2 mutations were identified in 9 NDI families

(Table 4). The results from 3 of these families were pre-

viously reported [12]. These three families had monoallelic

frame-shift deletion mutations (1–10 nucleotides) in the

C-terminus of AQP2 (different mutations in each family),

and showed an autosomal dominant inheritance with a

slightly milder form of NDI [12]. The remaining six fam-

ilies were newly analyzed in the present study, and 6

different NDI-causing mutations were found (Table 4).

These mutations consisted of 3 missense mutations and 3

deletion mutations (1–2 nucleotides deletions); 3 of them

were novel mutations, and other three were recurrences of

previously known mutations. Two missense mutations and

one deletion mutation showed a recessive inheritance

mode, while one missense mutation and two small deletion

mutations manifested a dominant inheritance mode.

The family trees and results of mutation analysis of

newly analyzed families are summarized in Fig. 1. In

family 1, two missense mutations (A19V and G29S) were

compound heterozygous in a male NDI patient and mani-

fested by vasopressin-unresponsive polyuria (8–10 L/day).

The patient’s parents were asymptomatic. The father

carried a novel A19V mutation, while the mother had a

G29S mutation, which was previously reported to be

causative [26]. In family 2, the G29S mutation (the same

one found in family 1) was homozygous in the proband,

Table 4 Disease-causing AQP2 mutations

Nucleotide change Amino

acid

change

Inheritance

mode

References

Newly analyzed

Missense mutations

c.56C[T A19V Recessive New

c.85G[A G29S Recessive Sahakitrungruang

et al. [26]

c.761G[A R254Q Dominant Savelkoul et al.

[28]

Deletion mutations

c.127_128delCA FS/105X Recessive Tajima et al. [27]

c.750delG FS/334X Dominant New

c.775delC FS/334X Dominant New

Previously analyzed

Deletion mutations

c.721delG FS/334X Dominant Kuwahara et al.

[12]

c.763–772del FS/331X Dominant Kuwahara et al.

[12]

c.812–818del FS/332X Dominant Kuwahara et al.

[12]
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and his healthy mother and brother were heterozygous for

the mutation. The patient exhibited polyuria (urine volume

was 10–15 L/day), and the urine osmolality did not

respond to vasopressin (maximum urine osmolality was

about 100 mOsm/L). The appearance of NDI symptoms

only when the mutations are compound heterozygous or

homozygous strongly indicates that these two missense

mutations are disease causative.

In family 3, a homozygous 2-nucleotide deletion muta-

tion (c.127_128delCA) was found in a neonatal boy who

exhibited polyuria and dehydration. His urine osmolality

did not respond to vasopressin (\ 150 mOsm/L). The

resultant frame shift predicts new amino acids starting at

codon 43, with a premature stop at codon 105. The same

mutation was found in an unrelated Japanese family and

has been reported by others [27].

In family 4, a monoallelic R254Q mutation was found in

two siblings and their father. The father and paternal

relatives had NDI symptoms, but have not been clinically

examined. The siblings (a 1-year-old boy and a 3-year-old

girl) showed similar clinical characteristics of polyuria and

polydipsia starting 4–6 months after birth, and slight

responsiveness of urine osmolality to vasopressin (maxi-

mum urine osmolality was about 500 mOsm/L after

vasopressin administration). Consistent with these obser-

vation, this mutation (R254Q) was recently reported as an

NDI causative mutation with dominant inheritance [28].

Another missense mutation on this residue, R254L, was

also reported to cause a similar NDI phenotype [29]. In the

heterologous expression studies, the R254Q-AQP2 protein

was impaired in its AVP-elicited phosphorylation of

Ser256, which is a key step for AQP2 trafficking to the

apical membrane [28]. The dominant inheritance can be

explained by hetero-oligomerization of wild-type/mutant

AQP2 proteins and dominant-negative effect of mutant

protein on wild-type protein [7].

In a female patient of family 5, a novel heterozygous

1-nucleotide deletion mutation (750delG) was found. The

patient’s sister and father were symptomatic. Her urine

osmolality did not respond to vasopressin. This mutation

causes a frame shift, with a new amino acids sequence

starting from Val251 and ending at codon 334 in the

C-terminal of AQP2. In Family 6, a 2-year-old girl was

found to have a novel heterozygous 1-nucleotide deletion

mutation (775delC) that causes frame shift with a new

C-terminus starting at Leu259. The parents did not show

NDI symptoms and did not carry the mutation, which

indicated that the mutation occurred de novo. The girl

showed polyuria and polydipsia and NDI was diagnosed by

water deprivation and vasopressin administration tests.

These identified two deletion mutations cause frame shifts

from Val251 and Leu259 and a new C-terminal tail ending

at codon 334 (Table 4). We previously reported three small

deletion mutations in the C-terminus that cause similar

frame shifts and show dominant inheritance [12] (Table 4).

These frame-shift mutations share the loss of the last tail of

the AQP2 protein, the site where PDZ proteins and ubiq-

uitines interact, and the presence of extended C-terminal

tails that contain missorting signals. As a result of these

effects, these mutant AQP2 proteins making tetramers with

wild-type proteins are incorrectly translocated to the

basolateral membrane instead of the apical membrane

[20, 30, 31]. This missorting is confirmed in knockin

mice harboring a human C-terminal deletion mutation

(c.763–772del) [32]. It is interesting that these deletion

mutations are observed more often that missense mutations

in Japanese patients, which is different from the frequen-

cies in a total global summary [3, 20].

We could not detect mutations in the two genes in seven

families (9 %, Table 1). It is said that causative gene

mutations cannot be found in approximately 5 % of all

127_128 delCA 

NA NA 

127_128 delCA 

NA NA 

R254Q 

R254Q R254Q 

G29S

A19V

G29S 

G29S G29S  

A19V 

G29S G29S 

NA 

750delG NA 

NA NA 

Family 6

775delG 

Family 1  Family 2 

Family 3  Family 4

Family 5  

NA ; gene analysis not available
, showing NDI symptoms 

Fig. 1 AOP2 mutations newly found in Japanese NDI families. Six

different AQP2 mutations were found in six Japanese NDI families.

NA gene analysis not available. *Showing NDI symptoms
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congenital NDI patients [4]. Possibilities such as the

presence of mutations in the promoter regions of the

AVPR2 or AQP2 genes are a likely explanation [4]. Our

mutational analysis does not usually cover the promoter

regions; thus, this possibility remains to be examined. To

date, no genes other than AVPR2 and AQP2 have been

attributed to NDI. However, it is possible that mutations in

the genes encoding signaling cascade molecules connect-

ing these two key membrane proteins cause NDI. Progress

in gene mutational analysis methods such as whole-exome

sequencing will address this possibility.
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